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In this paper, we propose a method to disambiguate the output of a morphological analyzer of the
Tunisian dialect. We test three machine-learning techniques that classify the morphological analysis of
each word token into two classes: true and false. The class label is assigned to each analysis according
to the context of the corresponding word in a sentence. In failure cases, we combine the results of the
proposed techniques with a bigram classifier to choose only one analysis for a given word. We disam-
biguate the result of the morphological analyzer of the Tunisian Dialect Al-Khalil-TUN (Zribi et al.,
2013b). We use the Spoken Tunisian Arabic Corpus STAC (Zribi et al., 2015) to train and test our method.
The evaluation shows that the proposed method has achieved an accuracy performance of 87.32%.
� 2017 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Morphological analysis (MA) is a crucial stage in a variety of
natural language processing (NLP) applications (information retrie-
val, question answering, etc.). The analysis of languages with com-
plex and rich morphology handicaps the performance of these
applications due to the large number of analyses produced for each
word independently of the context in which the word occurs.
Therefore, a morphological disambiguation module is required.

Morphological disambiguation (MD) (also called Part-of-Speech
(POS) tagging) consists in determining one correct POS tag among a
set of POS tags that are assigned to a word, by taking into account
the word’s context.

In the literature, many techniques/systems have been devel-
oped for POS tagging modern standard Arabic (MSA). They follow
two principal approaches to developing a tagger: a handcrafted
rule-based approach, and a statistical approach. The handcrafted
rule-based approach may be a practicable solution, but it requires
a considerable investment of human effort. The most referenced
works are done by Al-Taani and Al-Rub (2009) and Tlili-Guiassa
(2006). Statistical approaches prove to be able to learn tagging
from tagged data on the basis of a sufficient quantity of tagged
documents. The most referenced works are carried out by Diab
et al. (2004), Habash and Rambow (2005), Khoja (2001).

Contrariwise, Arabic dialects have not received much attention
due to the scarcity of resources (corpus and lexicon) and tools
(morphological analyzers, tokenizers, etc.). In addition, Arabic dia-
lects are a spoken variety. Tagging a spoken language is typically
harder than tagging a written one, due to the effect of disfluencies,
incomplete sentences, etc. (Duh and Kirchhoff, 2005).

In this paper, we present the Tunisian Arabic Morphological
DisAmbiguation System (TAMDAS). This system uses the output
of a Tunisian Dialect (TD) morphological analyzer (Al-Khalil-TUN)
(Zribi et al., 2013b) and a TD corpus (the STAC corpus) (Zribi
et al., 2015), to morphologically disambiguate TD annotated
transcriptions.

TAMDAS tests three different classifiers and combines their
results with a bigram module in failure cases. We build a classifier
based on feature vectors, which are generated from the morpho-
logically annotated corpus, and then use it to classify the possible
analyses of each word into correct and false classes.

This paper has seven main sections. Section 2 presents an over-
view of previous works that studied TD and the POS tagging of
dialectal Arabic. Section 3 presents the characteristics of TD. In Sec-
tion 4, we present the challenge of tagging a spoken language,
especially in the case of TD. In Section 5, we describe the TD
resources, then, in Section 6, we present our method. Finally, we
give the results of the system evaluation, and discuss some errors.
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1 We follow the CODA-TUN convention (Zribi et al., 2014) when writing examples
of words in TD.

2 Transliteration is coded following Buckwalter transliteration. For more details
about it, see (Habash et al., 2007).
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2. Related works

Some studies have been conducted in the field of Dialectal
Arabic (DA) processing with a variety of approaches and at differ-
ent degrees of linguistic depth. Most of the approaches tend to
develop dialectal data (Al-Badrashiny et al., 2014; Al-Shargi et al.,
2016; Khalifa et al., 2016; Maamouri et al., 2014; Samih and
Maier, 2016), and tools (Darwish, 2014; Habash et al., 2012b;
Habash and Rambow, 2006; Salloum and Habash, 2014, 2011) to
treat a specific Arabic dialect. The most referenced works are car-
ried out by Habash et al. (2013, 2005), Habash and Rambow
(2005), Rambow et al. (2006).

In fact, few research studies treated the POS tagging task of Ara-
bic dialects. Most of them dealt with Levantine and Egyptian Ara-
bic. They treated these dialects as written varieties of Arabic
languages (no characteristic of speech are considered). However,
the automatic processing of Tunisian Dialect (TD) and its spoken
varieties has not received much attention.

The DA POS tagging techniques follow two principal
approaches. The first approach suggests using MSA resources
and a few DA resources to create a POS tagger. In this context,
(Duh and Kirchhoff, 2005) used the Buckwalter Morphological
Analyzer (Buckwalter, 2004) designed for MSA, the LDC MSA Tree-
bank corpus and some dialectal resources (the CallHome Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic corpus, the LDC Levantine Arabic corpus) in com-
bination with unsupervised learning algorithms in order to
develop a POS tagger for Egyptian Arabic. The authors proposed
to bootstrap the HMM tagger using POS information from the mor-
phological analyzer. They improved the tagger by integrating addi-
tional data from other dialects (Duh and Kirchhoff, 2005). They
reported a POS accuracy of 70.9%. Likewise, Rambow et al. (2006)
explored MSA data and resources to develop a POS tagger for
Levantine dialect. They adapted an MSA POS-tagger for Levantine
data. They suggested that leveraging the existing resources is a
viable option. Rambow et al. (2006) developed a bilingual small
lexicon MSA/Levantine dialect. Combining information from this
lexicon and a parameter renormalization strategy based on mini-
mal linguistic knowledge, Rambow et al. (2006) noticed the biggest
improvement in the tagger. Moreover, Habash et al. (2013) devel-
oped a morphological analysis and disambiguation for Egyptian
Arabic based on an existing tool for MSA (the MADA tool, Habash
and Rambow (2005) and Roth et al. (2008). MADA uses an existing
morphological analyzer of MSA and applies a set of models (sup-
port vector machines and N-gram language models) to produce a
per word in-context prediction. A ranking component computes
the scores of the analysis produced by the morphological analyzer
using a tuned weighted sum of matches with the predicted fea-
tures (Habash et al., 2013). The top-scoring analysis is chosen as
the best prediction of the tool (Habash et al., 2013).

The second approach of POS tagging DA intends to start from
scratch. No MSA resources are used in this approach. Al-Sabbagh
and Girju (2012) implemented Brill’s Transformation-Based tag-
ging algorithm (Brill, 1994) for the task of POS tagging Egyptian
Arabic. For training, they used the manually annotated Twitter-
based corpus. They reported an 87.6% accuracy on POS tagging.

Only two studies dealt with the POS tagging of the Tunisian dia-
lect. They adopted the first approach. Boujelbane et al. (2014))
have retrained the MSA Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova and
Manning, 2000). To retrain their system, they used a corpus
derived from a translation of the MSA Treebank into TD. An accu-
racy of 78.5% in POS tagging of Tunisian transcribed texts was
reported. Hamdi et al. (2015) proposed three steps for POS tagging
TD. Their method is based on MSA resources. They convert a TD
sentence into a MSA lattice, which is disambiguated to produce
MSA target sentences. Finally, the MSA tagger assigns to each word
its POS tag. This system achieved an accuracy of 89%.
3. Tunisian dialect

The Tunisian Dialect (TD) is the dialect of the Arabic language
spoken in Tunisia. It is considered as a low variety given that it is
neither codified nor standardized, even though it is the mother
tongue daily spoken by everyone (Saidi, 2007). The regional vari-
eties of TD are the Tunis dialect (Capital), the Sahel dialect, the Sfax
dialect, the Northwestern Tunisian dialect, the Southwestern Tuni-
sian dialect and the South-Eastern Tunisian dialect (Gibson, 1998;
Talmoudi, 1980).

Therearea lotofdifferentandsimilarpointsbetweenTDandMSA
(Zribi et al., 2013a). In order to compare these two varieties of Arabic
language,we focus on four levels: namely the phonological level, the
morphological level, the lexical level and the syntactic level.

3.1. The phonological level

The vocalic system of TD is reduced (Tilmatine, 1999). Some
short vowels are not overtly rendered, especially if they are located
at the end of the word (Mejri et al., 2009). The MSA verb 1َبِرَش

<šariba> /šariba/2 ‘he drank’ is pronounced ْبِرْش /šrib/ (note the
deletion of the vowels located at the beginning and the end of the
verb). Moreover, TD has a long vowel/e:/ which does not exist in
MSA (Zribi et al., 2014).

The consonant system also includes some phonetic differences
(Mejri et al., 2009). In some cases, the Arabic consonant ق <q> /q/
is pronounced /g/. The MSA word ةَرَقَب <baqara⁄> /baqara/ ‘cow’ is
pronounced in TD /bagra/. In addition, some consonants in TD have
multiple pronunciations. For example, the consonant غ <c> /c/ and
ج <j> /j/ can also be pronounced respectively as /x/ and /z/.

3.2. The morphological level

The main difference between MSA and TD is on the affix level.
We can notice the presence of new dialectal affixes and the dele-
tion of others. Dual suffixes نا <An> and ني <yn> are generally
absent. They are replaced by the numeral زوز <zwz> ‘two’ located
after or before the plural form of the noun. However, some words
in TD can be agglutinated to the suffix ني <yn> to express duality. In
verb conjugation, TD is characterized by the absence of the dual
(feminine and masculine) and the feminine in the plural. It has wit-
nessed many simplifications in its affixation system (Ouerhani,
2009). Indeed, new affixes appeared. The first one is the negation
clitic ش <š>. It is agglutinated to the end of the verb that must be
preceded by the negation particle ام <mA>(e.g., شتيلكام <mA klyt-
š> ‘I don’t eat’) (Mejri et al., 2009). The interrogation prefix of
MSA أ <Â> is transformed in TD into the suffix يش <-šy> (e.g.,

يشجرخ , <xrj-šy>, ‘Did he go out?’). Likewise, the future prefix
ـس <s-> is replaced by the particle شاب <bAš> ‘will’. In addition, we
note the absence of the dual clitics in TD.

3.3. The lexical level

Historical events have made the linguistic situation in Tunisia
rather complex. The prolonged Ottoman Turkish political domina-
tion of North Africa roughly from the mid-fifteenth to the late nine-
teenth century and the French colonization from 1830 had an
impact on the absorption of foreign vocabulary into the lexicon
of local Arabic dialects (Holes, 2004).

In addition to Turkish and French, we find many examples of
European language lexical elements in TD. We can identify a signif-



3 http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.
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icant number of Spanish words and Italian, even Maltese words.
The Arabic spoken dialects in Tunisia contain many foreign items
of vocabulary such as: سوطق <qTws> ‘cat’, of Maltese origin;

ةنيجوك <kwjyn⁄> ‘kitchen’, ةكارب <brAk⁄> ‘shed’, ةطشيف <fyšT⁄> ‘party’,
of Italian origin; and ةطسوب <bwsT⁄> ‘post office’, ةصالب <blAS⁄>
‘place’, وكاب <bakw> ‘package’, all derived from French.

Borrowings are frequent in Tunisian dialects. They have been
fully morphonologically assimilated to Arabic phonology or to Ber-
ber phonology. For instance, ةيكيرب <bryky⁄> ‘lighter’, ونيرت <trynw>
‘train’ and ةسورك <krws⁄> ‘carriage’ are derived respectively from
the French words ‘‘briquet”, ‘‘train” and ‘‘carrosse”.

Code switching between Arabic and French changes the TD lex-
icon (Ouerhani, 2009). It allows the introduction of new words
(nouns and verbs) derived from foreign languages. Tunisians easily
and frequently switch between MSA, TD and the French language
in a conversation (Zribi et al., 2013a). We can cite as examples:
‘‘ça va?” ‘Okay?’, ‘‘désolé” ‘sorry’, ‘‘rendez-vous” ‘appointment’, etc.
All these expressions and words are used without being adapted
phonologically.

3.4. The syntactic level

The principal syntactic differences between MSA and TD are
minor. The MSA word order is generally VSO (Verb Subject Object)
especially in verbal sentences, whereas, in TD, the preferred word
order is SVO (Mahfoudhi, 2002). The VSO and VOS orders are also
used in TD.

4. Challenges in tagging Tunisian dialect

4.1. Absence of TD resources

The POS tagging task is an important step for many NLP appli-
cations. To be successful, many resources and tools should be used.
Among the most used ones, we can cite a big annotated corpus and
a lexicon. The creation and presence of such resources for spoken
languages, such as TD, which is an under-resourced language, rep-
resent the most challenging precondition for POS tagging. TD has
neither a standard orthography nor large collections of written
text. The few TD resources created over the last five years are still
in their infancy. The size of annotated corpora is relatively small
compared to MSA.

4.2. Detection of sentence boundaries

In written languages, the sentence boundaries are easily delim-
ited. A sentence begins with a capital letter (especially in the Indo-
European languages) when a simple dot or even the discourse
markers indicate the end of the sentence (Dister et al., 2009). In
spoken language, there is none of these phenomena. Furthermore,
incomplete sentences, dialogue, conversation, overlapping
statements, disfluencies, etc. make the definition of sentence
boundaries in speech very difficult. In addition, these phenomena
affect the syntactic structure of sentences in speech conversations.

4.3. Lexical particularities of speech

The transcribed speech corpus contains many para-linguistic
elements, such as onomatopoeia, truncated words, laughter marks,
mouth sounds, breathing sounds, etc. These elements should be
treated in a specific way.

4.4. Non-canonical syntactic structures in TD

Sentences in speech do not follow in certain cases well-formed,
canonical syntactic structures due to their spontaneous character
and some characteristics of TD. Indeed, TD is a spoken form of
Arabic from which Tunisians easily and frequently switch to MSA
and French.

Let us take the simple English sentence: ‘Did you succeed the
exams, Mohamed?’. This sentence can be translated into the fol-
lowing phrase: Ça va دمحمناحتمالا ?, <Ça va AlAmtiHAn mHmd ?>.
The translated phrase is composed of the French phrase ‘‘ça va” fol-
lowed by two TD words.

The Part-of-Speech tagging of this sentence, which is very fre-
quent in daily speech, is very difficult. To conclude, the presence
of many foreign words in TD speech and code switching phenom-
ena increase the difficulties of automatic tagging of TD.

4.5. Ambiguity

The lack of short vowels causes morphosyntactic ambiguity for
MSA (Habash, 2010). TD shares this characteristic with MSA. Even
with the presence of short vowels, morphosyntactic ambiguity
occurs. In many cases, a TD word has different morphological anal-
yse that share the same POS tag, but their root or gender and num-
ber are different. For instance, the TD word تجرخ <xrjt> is an
ambiguous verb form. It has two possible diacritization forms.
The first one is تِجرَخ <xarjit> ‘she went out’ which is the third
person feminine singular verb in the past tense. The second form
is تِجَرخ <xrajit>. It can be the second person (feminine or
masculine) singular verb in the past tense ‘you went out’, or the
first person singular in the past tense ‘I went out’.

5. Tunisian dialect resources

5.1. Tunisian corpus

5.1.1. STAC presentation
To train and test the performance of our method, we used the

STAC (Spoken Tunisian Arabic Corpus) corpus (Zribi et al., 2015).
STAC is a speech corpus that contains additional information other
than text. It contains multiple annotations such as sentence bound-
aries, disfluencies, named entities, etc. The STAC corpus consists of
4 hours and 50 minutes of speech (some radio and TV broadcasts
and conversations recorded in railway station) that are recorded
and manually transcribed using the transcription tool Praat3. The
corpus relates to various fields: politics, health, social and religious
issues, and others.

Transcribing and annotating STAC are based on the annotation
conventions of OTTA (Zribi et al., 2013a) in conjunction with rules
defined by the CODA-TUN (Zribi et al., 2014), an extension of the
convention CODA (Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic,
Habash et al., 2012a), to TD. CODA is designed to develop compu-
tational models of Arabic dialects. First, it is defined for Egyptian
Arabic and then extended to other Arabic dialects, such as Algerian
(Saadane and Habash, 2015) and Palestinian (Jarrar et al., 2014).

The STAC corpus is composed of about 42388 words. STAC was
analyzed with the Al-Khalil-TUN morphological analyzer (Zribi
et al., 2013b) and a unique correct analysis is marked for each word
in a sentence. The choice of a correct analysis is performed by an
expert (Zribi, 2016). The annotation provided by STAC is used as
a gold standard to compare the results of the different developed
systems and assess their accuracy.

5.1.2. Data preparation
Preparing the training data is an important task for any classifi-

cation task. These raw data cannot be used without a prior work of
segmentation and annotation. The STAC corpus is a spoken tran-
scribed corpus that incorporates the transcription of many conver-

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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sations between two and sometimes more than two people, and
one monologue. In spontaneous speech, there are various types
of sentences from which we distinguish the following four ones:

- S1: a sentence is started by a speaker and completed by
another.

- S2: a sentence is started and not completed (incomplete
sentence).

- S3: a well formed sentence (the speaker starts and completes
the sentence).

- S4: a sentence contains disfluencies (hesitations, repetitions,
onomatopoeia and other phenomena related to spontaneous
speech).

Table 1 presents some examples of sentences. We note that
(Zribi et al., 2015) consider an intervention of a speaker as a para-
graph. They segment it by defining a sentence as a semantically
meaningful unit.

The STAC corpus is orthographically transcribed and enriched
with many annotation marks, such as the hesitation marks, named
entities, language marks, non-linguistic words, etc. Some of these
marks are eliminated and others need special treatment to get a
homogeneous and usable corpus to tag them.We kept somemarks,
which are useful in the task of tagging, such as the mark of named
entities and the language mark.
5.2. Tunisian dialect morphological analyzer (Al-Khalil-TUN)

Only a few tools have been developed to analyze the morphol-
ogy of DA. Generally, proposed methods for DA morphology focus
on extending MSA tools to cover DA phenomena (Habash et al.,
2012b; Habash and Rambow, 2006; Salloum and Habash, 2014).
In comparison, only two works (Hamdi, 2015; Zribi et al., 2013b)
focus on TD. In the present work, we utilized Al-Khalil-TUN (Zribi
et al., 2013b) released under a license that made it free software,
unlike the analyzer proposed by Hamdi (2015). Al-Khalil-TUN
(Zribi et al., 2013b) is an adapted version of the MSAmorphological
analyzer Al-Khalil (Boudlal et al., 2010) which is a ‘‘root-pattern”
based morphological analyzer. To adapt this analyzer, (Zribi
et al., 2013b) created a TD lexicon composed of roots and patterns
related to their morphological characteristics (Zribi et al., 2013b).

Given that there is no ‘‘root-pattern” lexicon for TD, Zribi et al.
(2013b) exploited the points of similarity between TD and MSA for
lexicon development. The transformation of MSA patterns into TD
patterns and the extraction of TD specific roots and patterns
Table 1
Example of sentences.

Sentence
Type

Examples

S3 Speaker
A

رحبلليشمنشابشينامةنسلاانآ
<ĀnA Alsn⁄ mAnyš bAš nmšy ll-bHr>
‘This year, I won’t to go to the beach’

S1 Speaker
B

فياخرطاخ
<xATr xAyf>
‘because I’m frightened’

S2 Speaker
A

.امشالع . .

<1lAš mA>
‘Why not. . . ’

S3 Speaker
A

هيلعجرفتي .
<ytfrj 1ly-h>
‘He watches him’

S4 Speaker
A

اهتمهفيللاةجاحلا-لاةجاحلاةجاحلاةجاحلا .
<Al-HAj⁄ Al-HAj⁄ Al-HAj⁄ Al- AilHAj⁄ Ally fhmt-
hA>
‘The thing, the thing, the thing, the the thing that I
understood’
represent the main steps in the creation of a TD lexicon. These
steps are based on a MSA lexicon, which is composed of roots, pat-
terns, affix, and function words.

The first step consists in determining the corresponding patterns
in TD from a set of MSA patterns. Zribi et al. (2013b) derived a set of
TD patterns from the MSA lexicon while preserving the MSA roots.

The generated lexicon is then used to extract TD roots and pat-
terns. Zribi et al. (2013b)) started with a lexicon composed of a set
of TD roots and TD derivation patterns, and a set of unknown
words. If a set of conditions is satisfied, then, Zribi et al. (2013b)
added these roots and patterns to the lexicon.

The lexicon is, then, improved by adding a list of TD clitics and
function words. To obtain this list, Zribi et al. (2013b) translated all
MSA function words and clitics and extracted some others from the
STAC corpus.

The generated lexicon was integrated in the process of morpho-
logical analysis of Al-Khalil (Boudlal et al., 2010). Moreover, they
added new rules to the process of word tokenization.

Zribi et al. (2013b) used a part of the STAC corpus for training and
testing the TD version of Al-Khalil. The evaluation results of the
system are good, since they have achieved an F-measure of 88.86%.
6. Method overview

The aim of this work is to build a MD system for TD. Our starting
point is the output of the morphological TD analyzer Al-Khalil-TUN
(Zribi et al., 2013b). We propose to extend the analyzer by develop-
ing and integrating a disambiguation module. Fig. 1 presents the
architecture of the TAMDAS system. The main steps of our system
for tagging TD are as follows:

- Automatic sentence boundary detection of transcribed TD. We
aimed at the integration of an automatic model for identifying
sentence boundaries. We integrated the system developed by
Zribi et al. (2016), which can detect boundaries of transcribed
oral sentences. This system uses three different methods to
detect the sentence boundary (rule-based, statistical and hybrid
methods). We have applied the statistical method that gives the
best evaluation results.

- Morphological analysis. We then morphologically analyzed the
wordsof the sentences. A set of analyses is assigned to eachword.

- Morphological disambiguation. We propose to develop a tech-
nique that can choose one correct analysis among a set of anal-
yses given to a word, while considering the context.

Most POS tagging and MD algorithms are either rule-based or
stochastic. Handcrafting a set of rules for MD of an agglutinative
language may not be an applicable solution, and requires a consid-
erable effort. Furthermore, stochastic taggers (Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) (Marshall, 1987), Transformation-Based Learning
(Brill, 1994), etc.) or classification-based taggers (Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Conditional Random Field (CRF), etc.) use an anno-
tated corpus to generate models which can be applied to non-
annotated data. In this work, our starting point is the output of a
morphological analyzer, Al-Khalil-TUN (Zribi et al., 2013b) where
each word has different morphological analyses and possible tok-
enizations. We propose to explore a rule-based classification
method for the task of MD of TD. We aim to automatically extract
a set of tagging rules from an annotated corpus. The classification
rules will classify each analysis given by the morphological ana-
lyzer into two classes: true and false. These rules are based on
the values of different components of the analysis and the position
of the word in the sentence.

The idea of exploring a rule-based classifier for the task of POS
tagging has been adopted by few works. Piasecki and Wardyński
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Figure 1. Architecture of TAMDAS system.
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(2006) combined the result of two rule-based classifiers with
handcrafted rules for the POS tagging of a small corpus of Polish,
which is a relatively free word order language. Habash and
Rambow (2005) used a rule-based algorithm to choose the correct
analysis in the morphological disambiguation of MSA–MADA. Roth
et al. (2008) have extendedMADA by applying an automatic tuning
of classifier parameters to choose only one correct morphological
analysis.

Our work is similar to the one developed by Habash and
Rambow (2005), Pasha et al. (2014) and Roth et al. (2008) for
MSA text tagging. Nonetheless, our proposed method is different
in many respects. It is simpler. It consists in training only one clas-
sifier for all morphological features to clarify the morphological
results. In contrast, the method of Habash and Rambow (2005),
Pasha et al. (2014), Roth et al. (2008) proposes to train a classifier
for each morphological features. Moreover, the step of choosing
only one correct result in failure cases is different from ours.
6.1. Analysis classification

We used the STAC corpus for training and testing our method.
The STAC annotation consists simply in selecting the correct anal-
ysis produced by the analyzer, or an indication that no such anal-
ysis exists.

We did experiments using two classification methods belonging
to the rule-based classifier included in the WEKA machine learning
tool (Hall et al., 2009), including PART (Mohamed et al., 2013) and
RIPPER (Cohen, 1995). We also tested a SVM classifier (Vapnik,
1995) in order to compare the effect of the use of three different
classifiers on TD morphological disambiguation.
6.1.1. The classifiers
6.1.1.1. RIPPER. A propositional rule learner was implemented by
(Cohen, 1995). The RIPPER hypothesis is expressed as a set of ‘‘if-
then” rules. It consists of two main phases: the first phase con-
structs an initial rule set using a rule induction algorithm, while
the second one optimizes initially obtained rule sets. The training
dataset is randomly divided into two subsets: a growing set, which
usually consists of 2/3 of the examples, and a pruning set, which
consists of the remaining 1/3. The growing set is used for the initial
rule construction (the rule growth phase) and the pruning set is
used for pruning (the rule pruning phase). A minimum Description
Length (MDL) based heuristic is used as a criterion to stop the rule
construction process (Cohen, 1995; Mohamed et al., 2013).

6.1.1.2. PART. It is a partial decision tree algorithm, which is the
developed version of C4.5 and RIPPER algorithms (Mohamed
et al., 2013). The most important feature of the PART algorithm is
that it does not need to perform a global optimization like C4.5
and RIPPER to generate accurate rules, but it follows a ‘‘separate-
and-conquer” strategy. For example, it builds a rule and removes
the instances. It, also, covers, and continues to create a recursive
rule for the remaining instances until there are no instances. PART
builds a partial C4.5 decision tree in every iteration and makes the
‘‘best” leaf into a rule (Mohamed et al., 2013).

6.1.1.3. Support Vector Machines. SVM (Vapnik, 1995) are a widely
used technique in solving classification and regression problems.
They are a generalization of the most popular linear classifiers.
SVM are robust for noisy data and have a powerful ability of gen-
eralization, especially in the presence of a large number of features.
They are insensitive to the number of examples of the training data
(positive or negative). SVM have been successfully used in many
NLP research and for the POS tagging task.

6.1.2. Features
Feature choice is of utmost importance in the overall classifier

design. The basic features can be classified into three classes: mor-
phological, contextual and dynamic features.

Morphological features are defined for each word analyzed by
the morphological analyzer. Table 2 presents the morphological
feature vectors identified by the Al-Khalil-TUN and used for gener-
ating a classifier model. It should be noted that we used the rele-
vant morphological features generated by the morphological
analyzer. For example, we do not use ‘‘root” or ‘‘pattern” features.
A relevant feature is one that helps in the MD task. For example,



Table 2
The morphological features used.

Feature Abbreviation Possible values

Part-of- Speech POS verb, noun, adv, etc.a

Person Per 1 (first person),
2 (second person),
3 (third person),
na (not applicable).

Number Num s (singular),
d (dual),
p (plural),
u (undefined), na.

Voice Vox a (active),
p (passive), na.

It agglutinates pronoun Pron Yes, no, na.
It agglutinates conjunction Conj Yes, no, na.
Gender Gen f (feminine), m (masculine),

na.
It agglutinates particle Part Yes, no, na.
It agglutinates negation

particle
Neg Yes, no, na.

Definiteness Def Yes, no, na.
It contains a particle. Part Yes, no, na.

a adj, interrog_adv, adv_place, adv_temp, conj, sub_conj, fw, ind_obj_pron,
noun_count, prop_noun, number, number_noun, part, part_abst, part_cond, part_-
fut, part_interrog, part_neg, part_restrict, part_verb, part_voc, prep, pron, dem_-
pron, poss_pron, rel_pron, rel_adv, sub_conj, verb.
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the voice feature is relevant in disambiguating the POS tag verb. If
the analyzer does not recognize a word, all the values of these fea-
tures are replaced by value ‘‘u”4. We used the value ‘‘u” for the mor-
phological features of the disfluent words.

We note that the POS tag set used by our system is very similar
to the one used by the MADAMIRA system (Pasha et al., 2014).

The contextual feature is a window of +/�nwords from the word
to tag. We tested different values of n. We did experiment with
n = 0, n = 1, and n = 2. We showed that n = 2 is the best configura-
tion for our task.

We also used the feature position, a contextual feature, which
specifies the position of the word in the sentence. This feature
takes three possible values: B is for a word located at the beginning
of a sentence; E is for the word located at the end of a sentence, I
for the other positions in a sentence.

Finally, we chose a dynamic feature, which uses the POS tags
that are dynamically assigned to the two preceding words.

In all experiments presented in this section, we performed 10-
fold cross-validation runs. We reported the weighted average of
the 10 runs on the entire corpus. We chose a 10-fold cross-
validation because the size of the STAC corpus is relatively small.

In Table 3, we presented the F-measure of different feature
combinations. We noticed that the use of morphological, dynamic
and contextual features gives the best performance for our three
classifiers: SVM, RIPPER and PART. Best results are in bold.

Table 4 presents the value of recall, precision and F-measure for
the classification results using the best feature combination. We
noticed that SVM gives the best evaluation results. Best results
are in bold.
6.1.3. Creation of training data
The STAC corpus is composed of a set of all the possible mor-

phological analyses for each word, with the unique correct analysis
marked. According to the analysis attributed to the preceding and
the following words, a true or false class is attributed to each word
analysis. Take the example of a sentence composed of three words.
4 Undefined.
The first word wi�1 has three solutions. The first solution Sol1 is
labeled true. It is followed by the word wi that has two solutions.
Its second solution Sol2 is labeled true. The third word has two
analyses. To create training instances for the second word wi, we
combine its analysis with that of the preceding and the following
words. We assign the class true only if the analyses of the current,
the preceding and the following words are all true. Fig. 2 illustrates
this example.
6.2. Bigram classifier

Sometimes, the application of generated models fails to choose
one correct analysis for a given word. This is due to the ambiguity
that exists in TD. Therefore, we use a bigram classifier to choose
one correct analysis. The bigram classifier calculates the frequen-
cies of each bigram tag (POSi-1, POSi) based on our training corpus.
The probabilities for each bigram of tags are stored in a bigram dic-
tionary. If the classifier fails, we attribute the tag ‘‘unrecognized” to
the word.
7. Evaluation and discussion

In this paper, we presented our method to create TAMDAS, a
system for POS tagging TD in a spoken variety of Arabic language.
To train and test TAMDAS, we divided the STAC corpus into two
sets. We used 35708 words for the training of our systems
(TAMDAS and the baseline) and 6680 words for the evaluation.

To test the performance of our system, we used two tag sets.
The first one does not contain POS tags for oral phenomena.
The second one incorporates the following tags: onom, TrunW,
interj, FPause and break to respectively mark onomatopoeia,
truncated words, interjections, filled pauses, and silent pauses.

Tables 5 and 6 present the error rates of words correctly
classified with and without speech tags based on three classifiers.
We ignored the step of bigram classifier when calculating these
values. Best results are in bold.

The evaluation shows that the rule-based classifiers give the
best results compared to a statistical classifier. We noticed that
the results given by the PART classifier are the best ones.

In order to compare our system with another TD POS tagger, we
developed a baseline system. The baseline method is very simple. It
assigns to each word the tag most frequently attributed to the
word in the training corpus. In order to achieve this, we used a
lexicon composed of words and all their possible POS tags. We
attributed to each such pair (word, POS tag) its frequency in the
training corpus. Then, we projected this lexicon on the test corpus
and gave each word the most frequent POS tag.

We compared our results to the work of Boujelbane et al. (2014)
for tagging TD. For retraining the Stanford MSA POS tagger
(Toutanova and Manning, 2000) with a TD corpus, Boujelbane
et al. (2014) used a TD corpus that is the result of the Arabic Tree-
bank’s translation into TD. The MSA’s percentage in this corpus is
high. Note that the Arabic Treebank is composed of a transcribed
set of TV news in MSA.

Since our system uses a POS tag set similar to MADAMIRA
(Pasha et al., 2014), we compared it with MADAMIRA (Pasha
et al., 2014) which can disambiguate MSA and Egyptian sentences.

Ideally, we would like to compare the performance of these sys-
tems against a TD morphosyntacically annotated gold standard.
The systems of Boujelbane et al. (2014) and Pasha et al. (2014) can-
not annotate speech phenomena. Therefore, we filtered all speech
words (incomplete words, repeated word, filled pauses, etc.). We
also noticed that the tag set of the system of Boujelbane et al.
(2014) is sometimes different from ours. Therefore, we tried to
reduce the differences.



Table 3
Classification results with all possible feature combinations.

Features RIPPER PART LibSVM

Morphological POS + Gen, Num, Per, Vox, Asp 0.783 0.789 0.781
+ Pron, Neg, Intero 0.786 0.791 0.781
+ Conj, Def, Part 0.78 0.799 0.788

Morphological + dynamic 0.78 0.773 0.766
Morphological + contextual 0.879 0.881 0.865
Morphological + dynamic + contextual 0.910 0.905 0.914

Table 4
Classification results with all possible values of n.

0 1 2

Ripper Recall 0.825 0.839 0.935
Precision 0.831 0.828 0.923
F-measure 0.828 0.807 0.910

Part Recall 0.892 0.891 0.911
Precision 0.896 0.886 0.903
F-measure 0.892 0.886 0.905

SVM Recall 0.876 0.861 0.937
Precision 0.878 0.875 0.939
F-measure 0.875 0.829 0.914

Figure 2. Assigning classes for the analysis of the word wi according to its context.

Table 6
Error rate for some POS tags with and without speech tags.

PART RIPPER SVM

POS Ord Spe Ord Spe Ord Spe

adj 18.52 16.67 25.93 25.93 25.93 25.93
adv 75 65.63 87.50 75 87.50 78.13
dem_pron 20 23.33 26.67 26.67 26.67 26.67
interrog_adv 8.33 16.67 25 33.33 33.33 33.33
neg_part 55.17 68.97 82.76 79.31 89.66 82.76
noun 23.49 22.54 33.02 31.75 33.33 32.38
number_noun 28.57 25 35.71 35.71 35.71 35.71
prep 31.18 32.26 39.78 37.63 40.86 39.78
prop_noun 10.53 7.89 15.79 13.16 15.79 13.16
verb 30.37 28.80 48.17 44.50 48.17 44.50

Table 5
Error rates for words correctly classified with and without speech tags.

Speech tag set (Spe) (%) Ordinary tag set (Ord) (%)

RIPPER 34.83 48.49
PART 25.66 34.92
SVM 35.56 43.17

Table 7
Evaluation results.

Accuracy (%)

Baseline 68.51
TAMDAS 85.49
MADAMIRA MSA 56.63

EGY 58.41
Stanford TD 51.82
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Table 7 presents the evaluation results of the three systems
(TAMDAS system, Stanford TD (Boujelbane et al., 2014) MADA-
MIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) and our baseline). Best results are in bold.

The comparison shows that our system has the highest accu-
racy. We also notice that Stanford TD (Boujelbane et al., 2014) gave
an accuracy much lower than that of the TAMDAS system. The nat-
ure of the training corpus of both systems is the primary cause of
the gap. Indeed, the Tunisian dialect treated by the system of
Boujelbane et al. (2014) is an ‘‘intellectualized” dialect5 which
has not the same dialect nature of the STAC corpus.

The results reported by MADAMIRA MSA and the Egyptian ver-
sion (EGY) are very close to the results of Boujelbane et al. (2014))’s
system. The work of Jarrar et al. (2014)) on the Palestinian dialect
showed that use of MADAMIRAmakes a good initial baseline (78%).
This can be justified by two reasons. First, the Palestinian dialect is
very close to the Egyptian one as they have multiple characteristics
in common. These dialects belong to Eastern dialects. In contrast,
TD belongs to another group of dialects (Western dialect) that pre-
sent multiple differences.

Second, the training corpus of our system is different from
MADAMIRA system’s. Our training corpus is based on oral tran-
scripts but the MADAMIRA training corpus is related to the written
form of Egyptian and MSA texts.

The failure cases of our system are generally due to semantic
ambiguity. Let us take the TD sentence: ةسردمللةملاستعجر .<rj1t
sAlm⁄ ll-mdrs⁄>. This sentence has two possible meanings: ‘I came
back to school safely’ and ‘Selma came back to school’. The word

ةملاس <sAlm⁄> has two different POS tags: adjective and proper
noun. Both POS are applicable in this context. In this case, the
MD fails to choose the correct POS and a semantic disambiguation
is needed.
8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for building a morpholog-
ical disambiguation system for the Tunisian dialect based on the
output of the morphological analyzer for TD Al-Khalil-TUN (Zribi
et al., 2013b). We experimented different classifiers and a bigram
classifier to choose the best morphological analysis for a given
word in a given context. This system showed encouraging results
(accuracy = 87.32%).

As a future work, we intend to add semantic features in order to
ameliorate the results of our system. We also intend to realize an
extrinsic evaluation of our system on some NLP applications deal-
ing with the spoken form of the Tunisian dialect. Finally, we aim to
expand both training and test corpora in order to maximize the
coverage of the TD lexicon.
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